525D/535D/545D/555D
Wheel Skidders

Gross power
Grapple Capacity
Wheelbase
Weight *

525D
151 kW (203 hp)
1.34 m² (14.4 ft²)
3652 mm (143.8”)
19 967 kg (44,020 lb)

* Weight is based on a commonly confugured machine.

535D
168 kW (225 HP)
1.54 m² (16.6 ft²)
3796 mm (149.4”)
20 815 kg (45,888 lb)

545D
186 kW (250 HP)
1.77 m² (19.0 ft²)
3940 mm (155.1”)
21 890 kg (48,260 lb)

555D
205 kW (275 HP)
2.04 m² (22.0 ft²)
4083 mm (160.7”)
22 345 kg (49,263 lb)

Lower Costs and
Boost Productivity
Lower Operating Costs
Improved total fluid efficiency. Extended
service periods save on maintenance costs.
Powerful Performance
Six-speed transmission with more gears in the
working range and a lock-up torque converter
maximize ground speed and pulling power.
Rock Solid Stability
Weight distribution and a longer wheelbase
keep the skidder solid, even in turns.
Fast Cycle Times
High performance multifunctioning hydraulic
system reduces cycle times increasing
productivity.
Clean, Cool Operation
The high capacity cooling system and reversing
fan keep the machine running at the proper
temperature and debris-free .
Easy Maintenance
Tilting cab, streamlined hose routing and easy
access to grapple head, cooling package and
engine.
Comfortable Cab
Roomy, quiet and cool with great visibility
through tall rear windows.
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Building on Caterpillar's 40+ years' experience designing and manufacturing skidders,
the Cat® D Series Wheel Skidder delivers more productivity at lower operating cost.
Get more wood to the landing faster in a stable machine with a roomy, comfortable
environment for the operator. Advanced hydraulics speed up multi-functioning and cycle
times and give you more lift capacity. The D Series runs cool and is designed to keep
debris from collecting inside the machine. Tilting cab and other access points cut the
time needed for daily maintenance and servicing.
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Engine

More horsepower, less fuel

The Cat C7.1 ACERT™ engine is designed to deliver more power than ever before, while still achieving the highest levels of total fluid
efficiency, reliability and durability.
The C7.1 ACERT engine meets U.S. EPA Tier 4 Final and EU Stage IV emission standards using a blend of technologies to optimize
performance, whatever the conditions. The Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR), Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) and Diesel Oxidation
Catalyst (DOC) systems effectively remove NOx gasses from the exhaust, while a fully passive, service-free Diesel Particulate Filter
(DPF) removes soot and other particulates. All Cat C7.1 ACERT emissions technologies are designed to be transparent, so you are free
to concentrate on the job at hand.
The High Pressure Common Rail Fuel System provides precise and efficient combustion, allowing for maximum performance improved
fuel efficiency and enhanced reliability. Series turbochargers provide extra power when needed. The engine is designed for maximum
uptime and reduced operating costs, with world-class support from the Cat dealer network.
Industry leading integration and engineering support is at the heart of everything we do. The Cat C7.1 ACERT engine is fine-tuned to
work seamlessly with machine control systems, optimizing the engine for demanding work cycles.
With a durable design and long life, the C7.1 ACERT delivers better fuel economy, with minimized maintenance costs, while still
providing the same great power and response you expect.
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Cooling System

High capacity, easy servicing

The high capacity cooling system and on-demand
hydraulically driven reversing fan keep the machine
running at the proper operating temperature, optimizing
performance, durability and fuel efficiency. The system,
designed to meet the cooling requirements of the 555D, is
common to all models, boosting fuel efficiency and
capacity in the smaller models.

Access all components
The system is arranged in two panels. The engine radiator
and coolers for hydraulic oil and fuel are stationary, and a
swing-out hinged panel houses the air conditioner
condenser and air-to-air after cooler (ATAAC). The
transmission cooler is a water-to-oil type using engine
coolant for cooling.
All components are within easy reach and the cooling
system can be cleaned from both sides. The fan shroud
can be easily removed for increased service access
below the cooling system.

Cool and clean
The cross-flow configuration and compartmentalization of
the engine and cooling system maximize efficiency and
reduce debris collection. The fan shroud and baffling
requires cool ambient air to be pulled in from the side
— not from the engine compartment. Air is exhausted on
the opposite side. This prevents hot air from circulating
and debris from collecting in the engine compartment.
Fin spacing is coarse to allow debris to pass through more
easily and reduce plugging.

Reversing fan
The oversized fan spins at a slower speed, only as fast as
needed to maintain proper operating temperatures. In
colder weather or when the machine is first started the
fan spins more slowly to conserve power and fuel and
reduce noise. The fan automatically reverses every 20
minutes of run time. The operator can activate reversal
between cycles through a manual override.
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Power Train

More power to the ground

Service/parking brakes
The service brake components are housed inside the axles,
protecting them from dirt, dust and moisture. An inline parking
brake is spring activated and hydraulically released.
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Power to the ground is an advantage of the Cat D Series. The axles are
designed specifically for the skidder application and the gear ratios cause the
power to be generated in the axles reducing torque in the transmission and
drivelines extending their life. Both drawbar performance and durability are
improved.

Six-speed transmission
The field proven Cat countershaft powershift transmission easily matches
engine power to the load size and ground conditions. The D Series gears are
more evenly distributed in the working range to maximize performance in tough
terrain and ground conditions.

Electronic Clutch Pressure Control
Electronic Clutch Pressure Control (ECPC) provides a valve for each clutch in
the transmission to regulate and modulate the individual clutches based on
current operating conditions and operator input. The result is smoother, faster,
more efficient gear changes maximizing performance, durability and operator
comfort.

Lock-up torque converter
The lock-up torque converter allows the machine to ease smoothly into a start
when the skidder has a heavy load in the grapple, which is easier on the tires
and chains. Then, depending on ground speed and conditions, the lock-up
clutch automatically engages and the transmission goes into direct drive for
high efficiency hauling and up to 15% faster travel speeds in the same gear.

Heavy-duty axles
Heavy-duty Cat axles approved for dual tires are standard on all D Series
skidders to increase application versatility and resale value. Approved sizes
are: 30.5 X 32 (inner) with 24.5 X 32 (outer) or wide flotation tires up to 73 X 44
with chains. Axles feature a full-length oil sump with splash lubrication for
excellent heat rejection and long component life.

Independant front/rear differentials
The D Series is easy to maneuver even in dense woods and slippery or steep
conditions. In normal operation, all four wheels move independently. In poor
ground conditions, the independent front and rear differential locks can be
engaged separately for better pulling performance and to maintain
maneuverability. The locks are hydraulically actuated and can be engaged on
the go.
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The new hydraulic system gives the D Series more speed, increased
multifunctioning capability and greater lift capacity. This efficient load sense
system with variable displacement pump continually monitors hydraulic power
requirements and provides power based on demand to save fuel.

Fast cycle times
While steering has full priority, the new hydraulic system allows plenty of flow
to continue to the main control valve. You can steer, back up and activate arch,
boom and grapple functions at the same time. Cycle times are significantly
faster increasing productivity.

More lift
Job sites today demand more of the skidder than delivering harvested trees to
the landing. The skidder is often the workhorse called on to move the
knuckeboom loaders. Hydraulic system pressure boosts of 15% for the 525D
and 535D and 23% for the 545D and 555D, matched to the boom length, increase
the lift capacity of the D Series. You can more quickly move your loaders to a
new job site and get on with the work.

Auto-grab
The auto-grab feature monitors tong pressure and adjusts as needed to
securely hold grapple loads while skidding. For more secure transport of heavy
loads, auto-grab pressures are higher in the D Series as a result of the
increased system pressures. A switch on the right-hand joystick activates this
feature.

Electrohydraulic controls
The electrohydraulic grapple, blade and winch controls give you more
precision operating the skidder while eliminating hydraulic pilot lines in
the cab.
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Hydraulics

Fast multi-functioning, more lift

Cat hoses
Cat ToughGuard™ hoses increase hose life in the grapple, arch,
boom and across the hitch. The ToughGuard cover consists of a
layer of UHMW polyethylene bonded to the rubber cover, providing
exceptional abrasion resistance. O-ring face seals assure rocksolid connections that maintain pressure and reduce oil leaks,
particularly along the arch and boom and through the center hitch.
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Structures

Durability built into every part

Extra-strength fenders
The fenders extend tire life by providing maximum coverage in
both grapple and cable skidding applications. The cable fenders
continue to be the best in the market. The angle of the grapple
fender support plates provide additional rigidity. Support structures
between the fender and the rear frame provide even greater
support.
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Robust frames provide a solid foundation for a machine designed to provide
long life. Every structure was engineered for durability and verified through lab
and field tests.

Strong frames
Front and rear frames are robot welded to ensure the highest level of quality
and durability. Box section construction is utilized to support bending and
twisting forces created by heavy loads. Field proven steering cylinder mounts
distribute forces over a large area to maximize life. The solid steel nose of the D
Series is built to withstand the toughest applications.

Field-proven center hitch
The field-proven center hitch design features large dual tapered roller bearings
in both the upper and lower hitch with 3 in. (76 mm) diameter pins providing
maximum durability. The spread between the upper and lower hitch pins
reduce horizontal loading on the pins and bearings for greater durability and
extended life. The extra room also increases hydraulic hose clearance and
makes hose routing easier.

Pin-mounted blade
The pin-mounted blade in the D Series is more durable and feature short, large
diameter pins. The industries only blade with bolt-on cutting edges made of
abrasion-resistant, heat-treated steel significantly increases the life of the
blade. Also, the angle of the blade to the ground when pushing dirt or debris is
optimized for smoother, more efficient blading.

Strengthened bottom guarding
Bottom guards, including guarding on the rear axle, protect the underside. The
increased rigidity of the lower frame provides extra support to the bottom
guarding to prevent damage from riding over stumps and rocks.
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Arches and Boom
Single, dual and cable

Box-section construction was used in the arch and boom
designs to transfer heavy loads efficiently into the main
frames. The arch gate is integrated into the arch and comes
with a bolt-on fairlead roller assembly for skidders ordered
with a winch, or a bolt-on guard, for skidders not equipped
with a winch.
The dual function arch and boom is available on all models
while the single function arch is available on the 525D and
535D. The cable arch is available on all except the 555D.

Grapple

Built to take abuse

The 360° continuous rotation grapple features
box-section construction and threaded grapple
tong pins that maximize structural integrity.
Additional internal support and around the
grapple tong pin increases rigidity while service
panels provide access to all grapple head
components.
The grapple tongs are shaped to roll trees up
quickly for a fully loaded grapple. Tight clamping
forces and raised edges on the tongs keep the
drag secure during transport while providing
extended wear life. Tongs have replaceable wear
tips and are reinforced internally to support
twisting loads. Internal welding in high wear
areas increases the durability and extends the
life of the tongs.
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Winches

Increase versatility and durability

Logging and retrieval winches are available as options. Both are hydraulically driven, have the same pulling power and feature friction
style clutches for increased durability and functionality. Both the retrieval and logging winches are operated by a joystick for more
control over the reeling speed.

Retrieval
The retrieval winch runs off the skidder’s main hydraulic pump and is designed to support machine and truck retrieval. All single or dual
function models can be equipped with a retrieval winch.

Logging
All 525D, 535D and 545D single or dual function models can be equipped with a logging winch for more versatility in regions where the
ability to do both grapple and cable skidding is needed. The logging winch is standard in all cable arch configurations for production
cable logging applications. A dedicated hydrostat pump and internal gearing changes boost the speed of the logging winch to optimize
productivity in cable logging applications.
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The new D Series cab is roomy, quiet and cool with great visibility,
especially out the back.

Smooth ride
The cab offers plenty of legroom for tall operators and space to
store tools and personal items. The cab is isolation-mounted to the
skidder frame to minimize vibration and positioned between the
axles for the most comfortable ride possible, no bucking.

Pressurized cab
The cab is pressurized and sealed (with side windows closed) for
efficient heating and cooling and sound control. Tight door and
window casings also keep out dust. The sealed cab keeps engine
and job site noise low.

Cat Comfort Seat
The standard Cat Comfort Seat swivels 30° to the right so you can
watch skidder and grapple operations. Beyond adjustments for
seat and armrest position, recline and lumbar, the high back seat
can be adjusted to accommodate height and weight and ride
firmness preferences to reduce fatigue. The grapple is controlled
through the seat-mounted joystick. You can rest your forearm on
the armrest and have full control in your hand. Steering with the
quarter-turn steering wheel is smooth. The steering column tilts
and telescopes to your preferred position.

High capacity HVAC
The durable, high capacity HVAC (heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning) system provides dependable cooling and heating.
Vents in front and on both sides can be directed toward the
operator or the windows.

360˚ visibility
A clean three-piece front windshield and tall, wrap-around rear
windows give you a 360˚ view, including the corners of the blade
and winch drum. The engine air precleaner has been moved under
the hood and the exhaust stack significantly shortened to increase
visibility out the front windshield. The engine enclosure and arch
and booms are black to reduce glare during night operations.
Other cab features include two large cup holders, one 12-volt
power point for cell phone chargers etc., two coat hooks, AM/FM/
CD/Sirius satellite radio package with Bluetooth, USB and
auxiliary inputs.
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Operator Station

Superior comfort and visibility

Clear monitor display
Check status of the machine’s systems with the clean and
clear monitor display:
• The gauge cluster displays engine speed, transmission,
hydraulic and engine temperatures, and fuel and DEF levels.
• Indicator lights provide additional information such as
auto-grab, torque converter lock-up, and differential lock
engagement.
• If a system problem occurs, the monitor will display an
easy-to-understand text explanation, along with applicable
fault codes.
• If a condition requires immediate action, a warning buzzer
will sound. The operator must acknowledge the warning to
turn off the alarm. Depending on how serious the warning,
the alarm will continue to sound until the condition is
addressed.
• Everything the system does is recorded in the system log for
monitoring machine health and operator activity.
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Serviceability

Tilting cab cuts servicing time

Straightforward Tier 4 Final engine maintenance:
• Any commercial DEF that meets the ISO 22241 specification can
be used in Cat SCR equipped engines. DEF can be purchased at
Cat dealers.
• The extended life diesel particulate filter (DPF) was designed for
the life of the engine and has a unique remaining life feature
which can be checked by your local Cat dealer.
• The filter assembly for the pump electronics tank unit (PETU),
the tank for onboard DEF storage, must be replaced every 5,000
hours.
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Serviceability of the D Series is significantly improved with the tilting cab,
redesigned grapple head and improved hose routings. Keeping the machine
clean is easy, too.

Tilting cab
The tilting cab with field proven tilting pins provides access to components
under the cab. Bolt-on panels around the base of the cab and removable steps
provide even more access.

Debris management
The cross flow configuration and compartmentalization of the engine and
cooling system reduce debris collection around the engine, so less time is
needed for cleaning. The cooling system pulls external air in the side — not
through the engine compartment — and exhausts it on the opposite side.

Smart hose routing
Hoses from the arch to the boom take a lot of abuse from rubbing against the
arch and boom of dual function machines. Guarding on the arch and boom
protect the hoses. Hoses across the joint are short, so replacement is a low
cost fix. Also, stiffness of the Cat XT hoses keep them suspended across the
arch and boom joint rather than rubbing against the steel. Center hitch hoses
are bulkheaded to optimize serviceability access and durability.

Steering cylinder access
In some skidders, it is not easy to get to the steering cylinders. With the
D Series, you just unbolt the cab steps to access the steering cylinders.

Brake release
The parking brake is normally released hydraulically; however, grease injected
from a simple valve near the main control valve will release the parking brake
manually if needed.

Grapple head servicing
The new grapple head is designed for greater durability and serviceability.
Components and fittings are accessed through the new service panels on both
sides of the head and above the grapple tong cylinders.

Other highlights include:
• Fuel fill at ground level.
• Up to 500-hour engine oil change intervals, pending oil sampling
recommendation, keep maintenance costs low.
• Electrical harnesses are bulkheaded before entering the cab, improving cab
pressurization and reducing dust and noise.
• Access to the main control valve is on the rear frame of the skidder.
• The engine is serviced at ground level from a single side.
• Hinged panels provide access to other daily service points, and hinged belly
pans allow water to drain when pressure washing the skidder with the cab
tilted.
• Large hinged mesh screens over the door windows protect you when the
sliding windows are open. They swing out to remove debris.
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Customer Support

Count on Caterpillar and your Cat dealer
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Caterpillar is known the world over for the quality of customer support from its dealer
network – the industry’s best. No matter where you are, the expertise of a Cat dealer is
always nearby. Your local Cat dealer is your forestry consultant who can recommend the
machines, work tools and services to maximize your operation and provide the support to
keep you at top productivity.
• 24-hour parts availability, where and when you need them, to minimize expensive
downtime.
• Remanufactured parts that carry the same warranty as new parts at a reduced cost.
• Operator training to get the most out of your Cat equipment.
• Field services to provide on-site help when needed.
• Timely repair and replacement services.
• Customer Support Agreements to lower your operating costs.
• State-of-the-art diagnostic programs, such as S·O·SSM oil analysis, inspection services
and trend reporting to help avoid unscheduled repairs.
• Financing programs for buying, renting or leasing Cat equipment.
• Cat Financial Commercial Account, a fast and convenient way to pay for or rent anything
offered at any Cat dealer or The Cat Rental Store.
• Cat Insurance to cover equipment losses from theft, collision, flood, upset or overturn,
fire, vandalism and more.
• Product Link™ to manage your equipment fleet through remote monitoring.
• Cat Certified Rebuild to get a second life from your equipment.
For more information on Cat products, dealer services and industry solutions, visit us at
www.cat.com.

Sustainability

For generations to come
The D Series wheel skidders are designed to maximize efficiency and productivity while
conserving natural resources.
• The C7.1 ACERT engine meets U.S. EPA Tier 4 Final and EU Stage IV emission standards.
• The D Series is more fuel efficient which means reduced emissions per unit of work
performed.
• Fewer parts and longer component life, less fuel and fluids, means less to replace and
less to dispose.
• Major structures and components are built to be rebuilt, reducing waste and
replacement costs.
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Integrated Technologies
Work smarter

Caterpillar offers solutions to help you work smarter.

Machine Troubleshooting
The D Series skidders come with a machine troubleshooting feature that allows the operator to drill down and pinpoint the root cause
of a problem, reducing the need for service calls and holding down costs.

Cat Product Link
Cat Product Link, Caterpillar’s machine monitoring system, is standard on all D Series skidders. When installed at the factory, the
system comes with a free three-year subscription to VisionLink®, the user interface.
Product Link is an advanced — but user friendly — remote monitoring technology for equipment. With Product Link, you know where
your skidder is, what it’s doing and how it’s performing. Armed with this information you can maximize efficiency and lower operating
costs.
Product Link is integrated with the Electronic Control Modules (ECMs) on Cat equipment to collect and deliver valuable information.
Because logging sites tend to be in remote areas, information will be transmitted via satellite for more consistent communications.
You will have remote access to information over the web at any time and any place. With Product Link you can:
• Know the location and status of your D Series skidder, including alerts if it is moved without your knowledge
• Track fuel use and idle time
• Monitor efficiency and health, including fault codes
• Access fluid analyses results and online parts ordering
• Access model-specific daily safety and maintenance inspection checklists.
Visit www.cat.com/itpaystoknow for more information on Cat Product Link.
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Safety

Safely home. Everyone. Every day.™

Safety is critical in the woods and a number of unique safety features have been designed into the D Series skidders, including:
• Ground level fueling
• Ground level daily maintenance
• ROPS/FOPS/OPS certified cab with tough Lexan windows
• Weight distribution and longer wheel base that maximize stability
• Additional mesh screen guarding on side windows
• Pressurized operator station for a clean, quiet environment
• 360° visibility of the work area from the cab
• Safe and secure access into and out of the cab with grab handles and steps with gripper surface
• Forestry-duty cooling packages
• Debris management includes reversing fan to keep debris from clogging airflow inlets, segregated cooling package that allows debris
to pass through and not collect or migrate to the engine compartment
• Ground level machine kill switch
• Halogen working lights
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525D/535D/545D/555D Wheel Skidders Specifications
Engine

Winch

Engine Model
Gross Power

Cat C7.1 ACERT
525D
535D
545D
555D

Displacement
Bore
Stroke
Number of Cylinders
Max Torque @ Rated Speed
Derating Altitude
Electrical System
Battery - Quantity
Battery - Volts
Battery - Capacity

151 kW
168 kW
186 kW
205 kW
7.0 L
105 mm
135 mm

203 hp
225 hp
250 hp
275 hp
428 in3
4.13 in
5.31 in

6
922 N-m @ 1,400 rpm
3000 m
9843 ft
24V
2
12V
950 CCA

Power Train
Transmission
Transmission Cooler Type
Travel Speed - Fwd 1st
Travel Speed - Fwd 2nd
Travel Speed - Fwd 3rd
Travel Speed - Fwd 4th
Travel Speed - Fwd 5th
Travel Speed - Fwd 6th
Travel Speed - Rev 1st
Travel Speed - Rev 2nd
Travel Speed - Rev 3rd

Countershaft Powershift
Water to Oil
5.6 km/h
3.5 mph
7.6 km/h
4.7 mph
10.4 km/h
6.5 mph
14.1 km/h
8.8 mph
18.9 km/h
11.8 mph
20.0 km/h
12.4 mph
5.6 km/h
3.5 mph
10.4 km/h
6.5 mph
18.9 km/h
11.8 mph

Brakes
Service
Transmission Cooler Type

Enclosed wet single disc
Spring applied,
hydraulically released

Hydraulic System
Type
Pump Type
Pump Output
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Load sense, closed center
Variable displacement
piston pump
220 L/min
58 gpm

Retrival Winch
Type
Max Line Pull - Bare Drum
Max Line Speed
Drum Diameter
Drum Width
Drum Capacity
19.0 mm (3/4 in)
25.4 mm (1 in)
Logging Winch
Type
Max Line Pull - Bare Drum
Max Line Speed
Drum Diameter
Drum Width
Drum Capacity
19.0 mm (3/4 in)
25.4 mm (1 in)

Hydraulically driven
178 kN
40,016 lbf
41 m/min
134 ft/min
229 mm
9 in
254 mm
10 in
59 m
26 m

195 ft
85 ft

Hydraulically driven
178 kN
40,016 lbf
85.3 m/min
280 ft/min
229 mm
9 in
254 mm
10 in
59 m
26 m

195 ft
85 ft

315 L
378 L
19 L
27 L
57 L
54 L
425 mL

83.2 gal
99.8 gal
5.0 gal
7.1 gal
15.1 gal
14.3 gal
14.4 oz

52 L
52 L

13.7 gal
13.7 gal

65 L
123 L

17.2 gal
32.5 gal

Service Refill
Fuel Tank
525D
535D, 545D, 555D
DEF Tank
Engine Oil
Cooling System
Transmission, Torque Converter
Parking Brake
Differential, Final Drive
Front
Rear
Differential, Final Drive
Tank
Total

Dimensions
All dimensions are approximate.

525D

535D

545D

555D

1 Ground level to top arch/boom*
Cable

2785 mm

109.6 in

2785 mm

109.6 in

Single Function

3702 mm

145.8 in

3702 mm

145.8 in

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Dual Function

4136 mm

162.8 in

4136 mm

162.8 in

4517 mm

177.8 in

4517 mm

177.8 in

2 Ground level to axle center line*
3 Wheelbase

2785 mm

109.6 in

N/A

N/A

843 mm

33.2 in

843 mm

33.2 in

843 mm

33.2 in

843 mm

33.2 in

3652 mm

143.8 in

3796 mm

149.4 in

3940 mm

155.1 in

4083 mm

160.7 in
N/A

4 Overall length
Cable

7297 mm

287.3 in

7441 mm

292.9 in

7585 mm

298.6 in

N/A

Single Function

9051 mm

356.3 in

9195 mm

361.9 in

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Dual Function

8322 mm

327.6 in

8465 mm

333.3 in

8827 mm

347.5 in

9007 mm

354.6 in

5 Ground clearence*
6 Blade lift height*

550 mm

21.7 in

550 mm

21.7 in

550 mm

21.7 in

550 mm

21.7 in

1426 mm

56.1 in

1426 mm

56.1 in

1426 mm

56.1 in

1426 mm

56.1 in

7 Blade dig depth*
8 Height to top of cab*

529 mm

20.8 in

529 mm

20.8 in

529 mm

20.8 in

529 mm

20.8 in

3386 mm

133.3 in

3386 mm

133.3 in

3386 mm

133.3 in

3386 mm

133.3 in

Standard

2678 mm

105.4 in

2678 mm

105.4 in

2678 mm

105.4 in

2678 mm

105.4 in

Wide

3138 mm

123.5 in

3138 mm

123.5 in

3138 mm

123.5 in

3138 mm

123.5 in

30.5L-32 NOAW

3216 mm

126.6 in

3216 mm

126.6 in

3216 mm

126.6 in

3216 mm

126.6 in

30.5L-32 2X Ring

3216 mm

126.6 in

3216 mm

126.6 in

3216 mm

126.6 in

3216 mm

126.6 in

30.5L-32

3386 mm

133.3 in

3386 mm

133.3 in

3386 mm

133.3 in

3386 mm

133.3 in

35.5L-32 NOAW

3533 mm

139.1 in

3533 mm

139.1 in

3533 mm

139.1 in

3533 mm

139.1 in

35.5L-32

3703 mm

145.8 in

3703 mm

145.8 in

3703 mm

145.8 in

3703 mm

145.8 in

9 Blade width

10 Overall width

Base Weight: 30.5L-32 20PR Tires, Grapple Fenders, Retrieval Winch, Water Tank, Wide Blade

11 Weight
Cable

18 935 kg 41,745 lb 19 095 kg

42,097 lb

19 352 kg

42,665 lb

N/A

N/A

Single Function

20 065 kg 44,235 lb 20 305 kg

44,766 lb

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Dual Function

20 525 kg 45,249 lb 20 766 kg

45,780 lb

21 190 kg

46,717 lb

21 540 kg

47,488 lb

Deduct 2 808 kg (6,191 lb) for No Tires; Add 49 kg (108 lb) for 30.5L-32 26 PLY tires (Req for 555D), 296 kg (653 lb) for
30.5L-32 2X Ring, 628 kg (1,385 lb) for 35.5L-32 20 PLY tires, 733 kg (1,616 lb) for 35.5L-32 24 PLY tires
Deduct 97 kg (215 lb) for Standard Width Blade
Deduct 239 kg (526 lb) for No Grapple Fenders (not applicable for Cable configuration)
Deduct 786 kg (1,733 lb) for No Retrieval Winch; Add 66 kg (146 lb) for Logging Winch (not applicable for Cable configuration)
* All heights based on 30.5L-32 tire, add 61 mm (2.4 in) for 35.5L-32 tires for dimensions 1, 2, 5, 6, and 8, subtract 61 mm (2.4 in for 35.5L-32 tires for dimension 7
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525D/535D/545D/555D Wheel Skidders Specifications
Lift Chart

1
1

2
3

4

4

5
8

5
6

9
Single Function
535D
Dual Function

6

Dual Function

525D
Single Function

8

7

Single Function

Dual Function

545D

555D

Dual Function

Dual Function

1

Lift height, retracted

2208 mm

86.9 in

2652 mm

104.4 in

2208 mm

86.9 in

2652 mm

104.4 in

3005 mm

118.3 in

3005 mm 118.3 in

2

Lift height, furthest

N/A

N/A

1928 mm

75.9 in

N/A

N/A

1928 mm

75.9 in

2200 mm

86.6 in

2200 mm

86.6 in

3

Lift lowest, retracted

N/A

N/A

918 mm

36.1 in

N/A

N/A

918 mm

36.1 in

1125 mm

44.3 in

1125 mm

44.3 in

4

Lift lowest, furthest

596 mm

23.5 in

280 mm

11.0 in

596 mm

23.5 in

280 mm

11.0 in

379 mm

14.9 in

379 mm

14.9 in

5

Ground level to axle
center line*

843 mm

33.2 in

843 mm

33.2 in

843 mm

33.2 in

843 mm

33.2 in

843 mm

33.2 in

843 mm

33.2 in

6

Reach highest, retracted

1786 mm

70.3 in

1643 mm

64.7 in

1786 mm

70.3 in

1643 mm

64.7 in

1626 mm

64.0 in

1626 mm

64.0 in

7

Reach lowest, retracted

N/A

N/A

1541 mm

60.7 in

N/A

N/A

1541 mm

60.7 in

1883 mm

74.1 in

1883 mm

74.1 in

8

Reach lowest, furthest

9

Reach highest, furthest

2668 mm 105.0 in 2518 mm
N/A

* Add 61 mm (2.4 in) for 35.5-32 tires
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N/A

2917 mm

99.1 in
114.8 in

2668 mm 105.0 in 2518 mm
N/A

N/A

2917 mm

99.1 in

2863 mm

112.7 in

2863 mm 112.7 in

114.8 in

3007 mm

118.4 in

3007 mm 118.4 in

Grapple Dimensions

525D
1

Grapple capacity

1.34 m²

2

Tip to tip height

3

Tong opening

4
5
6

535D

14.4 ft²

1.54m²

2083

82.0

3205

126.2

Fully open height

1811

Minimum stem diameter

176

Fully closed height

1382

545D

16.6 ft²

1.77 m²

2108

83.0

3226

127.0

71.3

1905

6.9

183

54.4

1371

555D

19.0 ft²

2.04 m²

22.0 ft²

2159

85.0

2367

93.19

3429

135.0

3652

143.78

75.0

1880

74.0

1998

78.66

7.2

241

9.5

305

12.01

54.0

1473

58.0

1577

62.09
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525D/535D/545D/555D Standard Equipment
Standard Equipment
Standard equipment may vary. Consult your Cat dealer for details.
ELECTRICAL
• 24-volt electrical system
• Alarm, back-up
• Alternator, 115-amp
• Batteries, maintenance free (2-1000CCA)
• Lighting system, halogen (4 total)
• Main disconnect switch with Diesel
Exhaust Fluid (DEF) purge indicator light
• Starter, electric, heavy duty
• Starting and charging system
• Diagnostic connector
OPERATOR ENVIRONMENT
• Cab, enclosed ROPS, FOPS, and OPS
certified
• HVAC system, high performance
• Seat, High back air suspension with lap seat
belt
• Power port, 12V
• Converter, 24V to 12V
• Beverage holders (2)
• Headliner with dome light
• Floormat, non permeable and removable
• Mirror, rear view
• Computerized Monitoring System
––Instrumentation Gauges:
• Engine coolant temperature
• Fuel level
• Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) level
• Hydraulic oil temperature
• Engine Tachometer
• Torque converter oil temperature
––Instrumentation, Warning Indicators:
• Air filter restriction
• Autograb
• Brake oil pressure
• Differential locks
• Emissions system
• Engine
• Engine oil pressure
• Hydraulic lockout status
• Hydraulic filter bypass
• Lockup clutch
• Parking Brake
• Primary steer pressure
• Starting aid
• System voltage
• Transmission
• Transmission filter bypass
• Winch freespool (if equipped)
• Work Lights
––Instrumentation, Digital Data:
• Gear and direction
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• Service hour meter
• Fault code and warning description
––Computerized diagnostics & monitoring
• Engine fault code log
• Hydraulic system fault code log
• Machine fault code log
• Machine electronic component
troubleshooting capability
POWERTRAIN
• Engine, Cat C7 with ACERT Technology
––EPA/ARB Tier 4 Final and EU Stage IV
Equivalent Engine with Cat Clean
Emissions Module (CEM)
• Fuel priming pump, electric
• Fuel transfer pump, electric
• Fuel filters, inline, primary and secondary
• Air Precleaner, Turbine
• Air Cleaner, 2-stage
• Cooling, cross-flow system with stationary
cores and swing out panel
––Stationary Cores
• Engine coolant
• Fuel
• Hydraulic
• Transmission
––Swing Out Panel
• Air to air aftercooler
• Air conditioner condenser
• Reversing cooling fan, hydraulically driven
on demand
• Transmission, countershaft powershift
(6F/3R)
• Lock-up torque converter
• Lubed for life driveline slipjoint and
universal joints
• Axles, heavy duty Cat inboard planetary
approved for wide tires up to 73-44 with
chains
• Differential locks, independent front and
rear
• Four-wheel enclosed disc service brakes
• Parking brake, hydraulically released,
spring applied
• Fuel tank, high capacity
HYDRAULICS
• Load Sense Hydraulics
• Pumps, variable displacement main and fan
• Main control valve, high performance and
multifuntioning
• Filter, in-tank return
• CAT ToughGuard hoses

OTHER STANDARD EQUIPMENT
• Access panels, hinged or removable
• Articulation lock link
• Center Hitch, dual tapered roller bearing
upper and lower
• Ecology drains (engine oil, engine coolant,
hyd tank, axles, transmission)
• Fuel fill, ground level
• Frames, heavy duty
• Limb risers, heavy duty
• Segregated compartments, engine/CEM
and cooling
• Product Link
• Single side engine service
• S·O·SSM sampling ports
• Tilt Cab
• Vandalism protection, lockable doors and
cap locks

525D/535D/545D/555D Optional Equipment
Optional Equipment
Optional equipment may vary. Consult your Cat dealer for details.
• Arch / Boom
––Cable
––Single Function
––Dual Function
• Fenders, heavy duty
• Winch
––Retrieval
––Logging
• Blade
––Standard
––Wide
• Starting Aids
––Receptacle, jump start
––Starting, cold weather
• Lights, LED working (additional 8 lights)
• Screens, window & wiper protection
• Wipers, front and rear
• Water tank
• Steering, secondary
• Tires
––30.5L-32 20PR, NOAW *
––30.5L-32 26PR , NOAW*
––30.5L-32 20PR , 2X Ring**
––30.5L-32 26PR , 2X Ring**
––30.5L-32 20PR
––30.5L-32 26PR
––35.5LB-32 20PR, NOAW*
––35.5LB-32 24PR, NOAW*
––35.5L-32 20PR
––35.5L-32 24PR
* NOAW – Narrow Overall Width
** 2X Ring – Inner dual tire rim with
integrated dual ring mounting of 24.5L-32
outer tire
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